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CULTURAL HERITAGE AND 

COMMUNITIES

From monuments to people

From objects to their functions (even intangible)

From preservation to use and sustainable development

A more dynamic, open and inclusive conception of 

cultural heritage, including traditions, customs and local 

products
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COLLECTIVE INTELLIGENCE
OR GLOBAL SHOPPING MALL?

We are entering “a post-media era in which

communications technologies will serve to

filter and help us navigate knowledge, and

enable us to think collectively rather than

simply haul masses of information around

with us.

Unfortunately, although the promoters of the

information highways may be aware of the

problem, they remain mired in discussions

about bandwidth.”

Pierre Lévy, L'intelligence collective: Pour une 

anthropologie du cyberspace, 1994



THE WEB of TODAY

The Web is the information ecosystem we all use 

to increase our knowledge, orient our choices, 

interact with other people, institutions and 

companies. It enforces the existence of things.

• It seems to be the most popular (and effective) 

ecosystem for communities to collaborate, adopting its

cooperative approaches, reuse and sharing practices, 

languages and potentials

• It may support and consolidate heritage communities 

against their identity places (like schools)

• It is made of information created, modified, shared 

mostly by people



THE WEB
OF TODAY: DATA, not just INFORMATION

Wikipedia



THE UTOPIA 
OF A GLOBAL (open) LIBRARY

“Imagine a world in which 

every single person on the 

planet is given free access to 

the sum of all human 

knowledge. 

That's what we're doing.”

Paul Otlet (1868 - 1944)
Belgian bibliographer. He attempted

to create a universal repository of all

the world’s recorded knowledge. He is

considered the founder of

documentation studies. His writings on

information science anticipated the

advent of World Wide Web.

Jimmy Donald "Jimbo“Wales (1966 - )
American internet entrepreneur.

He is known as a co-founder of the

online non-profit encyclopedia

Wikipedia and the for profit web

hosting company Wikia.



ENGAGEMENT AND EMPOWERMENT

Involving and engaging students using the new Web as 

smartly as possible, activating local stakes and collaborative 

dynamics;

Sharing and promoting cultural data in the Web 3.0



CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT 
AND WIKIPEDIA

Wikipedia may work as an effective tool to 

activate cultural awareness. 

Wikipedia is based on ethic, formal and 

quality rules and, at the same time, they are 

free and open, discusssed by anyone. 

Wikimedia ecosystem is made of several 

projects in addition to the encyclopedia, 

with important cultural potentialities.



WIKIPEDIA (UTOPIC) PILLARS

1. Being an encyclopedia

2. Adopting and 
supporting a Neutral
Point of View

3. Being free, open and 
cozy

4. Fostering respect and 
active listening of others’ 
PoV

5. All the rules could be 
updated, except this
pillars
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FROM Wikimedia TO PEOPLE

All materials on Wikimedia platform are freely
reusable, in respect of CC-BY-SA licence.

Authority is based on content, not by authors, and

everyone could verify and correct.

Considering the Wikipedia high ranking on search

engines, Wikipedia articles can be a showcase and

an identity card for built heritage.

Images and multimedia on Wikimedia Commons

can be used to know, identify, collaborate and

produce print materials.



SECTIONS OF WIKIPEDIA ARTICLES

Wikipedia articles are structured in some sections:

o the TITLE of the article (according to good practices and 
templates)

o A reference to the WIKIDATA element, if existing

o Article CONTENT (in chapters and sub-chapters, again according
to practices and template)

o Every template provides an INFOBOX, top-right, a synthetic
presentation of the topic (with a picture); these data are 
captured by Google and presented at the top-right of search
results page!

o SOURCE REFERENCES: Foot notes, bibliography, other Wikipedia 
articles, content in other Wikimedia projects

o REFERENCES to Portals and Categories

https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aiuto:Voce
https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aiuto:Template


content
infoboxtitle



The first result for cities is often

the Wikipedia article, even

before the official website!

Data and picture directily

taken form the Wikipedia 

infobox



footnotes bibliography
Related wikipedia articles

portals
categories



WIKIMEDIA AT UNIVERSITY

 Use of sources: Wikipedia is a great place to start, not to end 
research!

 Reflecting on priorities: what/who needs to be documented?

 Opportunmity to discuss the top-down dynamics of knowledge
creation (authority of content vs. authority of authors)

 Opportunity of training of:

• Disciplinary skills (depending on the topics and the available sources) 

• Soft skills (learn to learn, critical thinking, collaboration, respect of diversity and 
of different opinions, perception of knowledge dynamics)

• Media and Information literacy

• Activation of hands-on (learn by doing) collaborative labs (learn by 
collaborating)
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MEDIA AND 

INFORMATION 

LITERACY: 

A PARADIGM 

BASED ON 

SHARING

Unesco released 5 laws

of MIL to guarantee to 

every citizen in the World 

the right to access, 

understand and use 
digital information 17



LANGUAGE AND WIKIPEDIA

Which language to adopt?

Since Wikipedia is a second or third level – digital - source (a 

non-specialist source), the language must be easy and quick 

to understand, not a copy/paste from the web: 

Not specialized, few metaphors, avoid too long engravings, 

avoid long sentences in italics...

Obviously, it's not easy! 

 I recommend asking someone (not directly involved in 

writing or expert on article topics) to read the article and 

check if (s)he easily understands. Draft version could be 

improved!
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HISTORICAL SCHOOLS AND WIKIPEDIA

Teachers and students could set up labs on Wikipedia, 

starting from how to write a Wikipedia article and then 

hands on

Activate discussions on methods, topics, sources, 

language, multimedia…

Some topics could be:

 The historical school as an institution

 The historical school building

 The historical school collections

 The personality whom the school is entitled to

 The surroundings (district, city, parks, notable monuments)
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WIKI FOR YOUNG STUDENTS AND ELDERS

In winter 2020-21, I supported a local project of AUSER 

(Association for social initiatives) and a mid-level

school of Tolentino, near Macerata. 

The goal was to activate a dialogue between elders

and young students about their city and its traditions.

 We used Vikidia, the Wikipedia for children (8-13).

 After some interviews to the elders, the students

wrote 2 articles about their city, its meeting places

now and in the past, its cooking traditions and the 

story and legend about Ponte del  Diavolo (devil’s

bridge). They collected or shot original pictures.
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https://www.vikidia.org/
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